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From the office of the Fire Chief...
2019 was another significant year for the City of South Lake Tahoe Fire Department. During this
year we used the “Fire Department Standards of Cover” document which was developed and
presented to the City Council in 2018. That document clarified what we have long believed to be
true: that we do not meet the response times goals established by our City Council for all emergency incidents per the City’s General Plan. We recognize that our response time failures are
due to the closing of fire station 2 as part of ambulance reorganization and loss of positions following the economic downturn. In 2019 the City Council prioritized the re-staffing of fire station 2
and authorized the application for a Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response
(SAFER) grant from FEMA. In late 2019 we were notified that we had been awarded the grant in
the amount of approximately $1.4 million. We have begun hiring the firefighter/paramedic positions to make this happen.

In 2019 we won our lawsuit against Ferrara Fire Apparatus to have our defective ladder truck
replaced. The City recouped the 1 million plus dollars allocated for the ladder truck and has ordered another ladder truck from Pierce Manufacturing, which is scheduled to be delivered in the
first half of 2020.

We are currently gathering proposals for a new public safety radio system for Police, Fire and
Public Works. We are hopeful that we can resolve this critical issue in 2020 and find a vendor to
build a system that will be reliable within our community.

The City has found that recruitment and hiring for public safety (police and fire) is difficult due to
the large number of vacant positions statewide and the small hiring pool of qualified firefighter/
paramedic candidates that exists. Lake Tahoe is a challenging environment to serve as a firefighter which includes inclement weather, housing prices that are above average, lack of retiree
health care and a wage and benefit package that must compete with statewide fire agencies that
are not as dependent on tourism as our community is.

We continue to recruit, interview and conduct background testing to bring our staffing to the newly allocated levels. Training remains a significant priority for our organization including academies for all promoted positions, a month-long recruit fire academy for newly hired personnel and
refinement of our command and control system using the Blue Card process. This process is
well-defined and we have noticed that our neighboring fire agencies have begun to use the system as well.

In 2018 California experienced the Camp Fire in Paradise and Carr Fire in Redding. The significant concern with the Camp Fire was that the fire occurred in a fire safe community. This fire
safe community had reduced fuels, practiced evacuation routes and was considered a wellprepared community. When the event was brought under control they had a significant loss of
life and property. The startling concern is that Paradise was better prepared than South Lake
Tahoe for a fire of this magnitude. This urban conflagration requires that we re-evaluate every
aspect of our firefighting resources, fire prevention activities, emergency evacuation and warning
programs.
The Fire Department has remained an active participant in the Tahoe Fuels and Fire Team, prioritizing vegetation management projects and seeking funding for the same. We have applied
for a California Climate Initiative grant to address three of our top areas of concern – the airport,
the 56 acre recreation complex, and an island in the Tahoe Vista neighborhood. Finally, we
worked with Police and City staff to create an evacuation plan and web resource to guide our
citizens should an evacuation be necessary.
When all is said and done, the Fire Department is really all about establishing and fostering relationships. We strive to provide incredible customer service to “Mrs. Smith” and work to ensure
that we are compassionate, professional and accomplish our tasks with honor. It is my privilege
to serve as the Fire Chief for South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue and I am extremely proud of every
member and their service to our community.

Bruce Martin
Interim Fire Chief

Chief Martin presenting SLTFR’s role
in Tahoe Network of Fire Adapted
Communities Neighborhood Leader
Orientation

Our Mission Statement:

Serving our Community with Compassion,
Professionalism, and Honor

Background
The City of South Lake Tahoe was incorporated in 1965. That was done by combining several
small communities including Al Tahoe, Bijou, Bijou Park, Stateline, Tahoe Valley, and Tallac
Village. The fire department was formed in 1966 by the City. Currently the City’s approximately
22,000 residents reside in an area of approximately 16.6 square miles. We are located at 6237
feet above sea level.
The fire department provides all risk emergency and non-emergency services including fire
protection, emergency medical services, limited fire prevention, and public education. Today
the department maintains three fire stations (two are staffed with firefighter personnel) and a
training center. South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue personnel and equipment responded to over
3700 emergency calls in 2019.
Finance
The fire department receives money in two different manners. We receive the preponderance
through the general fund, as well as revenue for capital purchases from proposition 172 funding. The 2018/2019 fire department budget was $7,002,624. We focused our efforts on developing a budget with strict accountability measures for those that have administrative assignments.

Supported by
Our 2019 City Council

Our 2019 City Staff

Brooke Laine, Mayor

Frank Rush, City Manager

Tamara Wallace

Heather Stroud, City Attorney

Jason Collin

Susan Blankenship, City Clerk

Cody Bass

Debbie McIntyre and her
finance staff

Devin Middlebrook

Human Resources staff
Ray Jarvis and his motor pool staff
Kevin Fabino and his Developmental
Services staff
I.T. team
Facilities staff
Chief Uhler and his Police Dept staff

As part of our department Strategic Plan, we identified
Goals and Objectives to be completed by 2022.

SLTFR Five Strategic Goals:
Goal: South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue seeks to improve and invest in current technology that will
provide a higher level of reliability for our emergency response capabilities, and serves our community in a consistent manner.
Goal: South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue seeks to improve our mutual aid capabilities with the South
Shore Fire Agencies, which would benefit all jurisdictions on the South Shore in a cost effective
manner.
Goal: South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue seeks to develop and present “A Standards of Cover Document” for City Council approval that would determine the acceptable risk within the City of South
Lake Tahoe for fire, disaster and medical emergencies. This goal has been met.
Goal: South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue wishes to increase the level of professionalism and safety
through training within all ranks of the fire department to improve our service to the community.
Goal: South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue strives to have well maintained facilities and equipment that
enable personnel to perform their jobs safely and efficiently.

South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue Personnel
Administrative Assignments Summary
(in order of Fire Dept seniority)
Captain Jon Anderson - Hazardous Materials
Captain / Paramedic Kim George - Advanced Life Support Systems / EMS Officer / STAT
Engineer Steve Monday - Water Rescue Systems
Captain / Paramedic Leslie Asbury - Grant writer / Pre-Incident Plans / Behavioral Health
Battalion Chief Jim Drennan – Training Chief
Battalion Chief Karl Koeppen – Operations Chief
Administrative Assistant Sallie Ross—Assistant to the Fire Chief / Agency PIO
Firefighter / Paramedic Chris Wildman - New Hire Advocate / Training Calendar
Captain / Paramedic Al Martinez - Public Education / Fire –Arson Investigation
Engineer Pat Hambel - Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
Engineer / Paramedic Brenen Davis – Facilities / Tools and Equipment
Captain / Paramedic Tyler Jack - Blue Card Training
Engineer / Paramedic Doug Bailey – Extrication
Engineer / Paramedic Mike Mileski - Personal Protective Equipment/Uniforms
Engineer Jody Benavidez- Station Supplies/Quartermaster
Engineer / Paramedic Holt Cawelti - Apparatus and Maintenance
Captain Justin Keys - Technical and Heavy Rescue Systems
Firefighter / Paramedic Scott Blasser – Union President/Swift Water Rescue/CPR
Firefighter / Paramedic Paul Bias – Inventory
Firefighter / Paramedic Trent Renner - EMS Supplies and Equipment
Engineer / Paramedic Kevin VanKirk - Hose, Nozzles, Appliances and Water
Engineer / Paramedic Mike Taormina – Wildland Operations
Firefighter / Paramedic Danny Vallejo - Ice Rescue / TEMS
Firefighter / Paramedic Dustin Winter – Health and Fitness
Battalion Chief Jay Manning - Administration Chief
Firefighter / Paramedic James Berthinier—recently completed probation
Firefighter / Paramedic Haven Wilvers—recently completed probation
Firefighter / Paramedic Jake Reginato—recently completed probation
Firefighter / Paramedic Tom Jones—recently completed probation

Our personnel are each tasked with a specific assignment for the year, in addition to their regular
duties. Our top 3 priorities to serve our community are:
1. Responding to calls
2. Training
3. Physical Fitness

Agency Organizational Chart
1 - Fire Chief
1- Administrative Assistant
3 - Battalion Chiefs
6 - Captains
9 - Engineers
12 - Firefighters

Organizational photos by rank and seniority
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Our agency operates under 3 Divisions

Administration
Operations
Training

The Fire Chief oversees all the divisions of the department, with
the 3 Battalion Chiefs each overseeing a division.

Interim Fire Chief Martin, BC Koeppen, BC Drennan, BC Manning

Office Administration
Administrative Assistant Sallie Ross
The position of Administrative Assistant is a multi-faceted position that requires an intense amount of concentration while simultaneously addressing issues from the fire crew and the public.
In order for the office to run smoothly, many deadlines and responsibilities must be met.
Excellent internal and external customer service is crucial to the
success of this position. Some of the responsibilities of managing the fire department office are:
Assistance to the Fire Chief in any way necessary
Monitor and assist with preparing department budget each year
Answering phone calls and helping with requests, including complaints, directions, and directory assistance
Taking and distributing messages
Responding to emails / distributing mail
Ordering products and services
Entering appointments on Fire Chief / Battalion Chief / Training Outlook calendar
Proofreading documents
Computer assistance for all ranks in the department
Assisting the public and helping with their requests
Preparing correspondence letters
Packaging and shipping
Hotel reservations / logistical / travel needs for firefighters of all ranks
Contacting people on behalf of Senior Staff / creating or changing appointments
Maintain Policies and Procedures manual
Format Annual Report and other specialty documents, such as the Standards of Cover
Working in Records Management System and managing department web pages
Processing purchase requests and filing the finalized purchase orders
Maintain Employee certification records, such as licenses, certifications, kudos letters and other
records for employees in this department.
Recording of minutes in meetings as assigned, including Operations meetings and Staff Meetings
Logistical preparation for badge pinnings, annual awards, and other award ceremonies

Process EMS bills for patient and structure fire fees
Perform accounting functions related to accounts payables and time records
Reconcile Cal-Card Statements
Process Change of Status forms for employees and maintain spreadsheet for reference
Maintain responsibility of the petty cash box for the department
Taking photographs at fire trainings for historical purposes
Preparing for testing processes, and assisting during process, in our department and other departments in the City
Process new hires
Preparing deposits
Making Public Service Announcements on radio each month and during special events
Process public records requests for incident reports and charge accordingly
Filing, faxing, and copying as needed
Setting up logistical items for training, meetings, interviews, etc.
Networking with other departments through an active role in AFSS Executive Board / CalChiefs
Assistance to other departments and volunteering for City events
Public Information Officer for significant events
On call for emergency events / respond to EOC as necessary
Provide training to the employees such as certain computer programs and Cal Card use

Administration
Battalion Chief Jay Manning
Jay Manning has served as the South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue
Administration Battalion Chief since November of 2018. The Administration Battalion Chief manages and works with various
groups within the Fire Department, which includes ensuring the
safety of the team and providing the necessary equipment or
resources in emergencies. In this role Chief Manning is responsible for the Department budget, Policies and Procedures, the
department business plan, Fire Prevention Liaison, staff and operations meetings coordinator, Cal OES / mutual aid Liaison,
quarterly inspections, duty Chief for A Shift and the following
personnel and their respective staff assignments:
Grants / Behavioral Health—Captain / Paramedic Leslie Asbury
Facilities—Engineer / Paramedic Brenen Davis
Apparatus Maintenance—Engineer Holt Cawelti
CPR Instruction—Firefighter / Paramedic Scott Blasser
Historian—Administrative Assistant Sallie Ross
Quartermaster—Engineer Jody Benavidez
Blue Card ICS—Captain / Paramedic Tyler Jack
EMS Administration—Captain / Paramedic Kim George
Public Education / Fire Investigations-Captain / Paramedic Al Martinez
During the year Chief Manning attended Firehouse World in Los Angeles to see the latest firefighting equipment and techniques used across the world. Knowledge gained at conferences
like this can be brought back and utilized within South Lake Tahoe. Chief Manning also attended the International Wireless Convention Expo in Las Vegas Nevada to see the latest in radio
communications equipment where he was able to bring back multiple technology ideas to help
implement LTE technology into the fire apparatus with mapping software that is linked to the
South Lake Tahoe Police and Fire Communications Center for emergency incident dispatching
and automated vehicle locating.

The Administrative Battalion Chief is also involved in all new hiring testing and internal promotions testing. The new hire testing process includes all essential functions a new firefighter must
possess and demonstrate to be eligible for hire. The internal promotional testing processes are
ones which test personnel for the position of Fire Engineer and Fire Captain.

EMS Administration - Captain Kim George
SLTFR EMS Training reviewed a variety of topics with trainings taught by Legal Nursing Solutions.
Legal Nursing Solutions, overseen by Natasha Lukasiewich RN BSN MS, covered topics such as
prehospital management of the
elderly, advanced airways, OB/
Gyn and childbirth, neurological injury, recreational drugs
and drowning. The professionalism and expertise of the instructors provides SLTFR with
excellent course content and
opportunity for learning.

SLTFR participated in an active shooter drill, coordinated by local FBI. Additional participants included SLTPD, EDSO, CHP, BMH, Cal Star, CareFlight, LVFD and the JPA. This drill exercised
the use of rescue task force teams,
which consist of law enforcement
and fire crews. These crews are
equipped to enter the warm zone of
a hostile event with the protection of
law enforcement officers to start the
triage process, treat life threatening
injuries (tension pneumothorax, uncontrolled bleeding, sucking chest
wounds) and evacuate patients to
get them to definitive care.
There are many challenges with
these incidents and drills such as
this one are vital to coordinated and
timely responses.

SLTFR recently upgraded video intubation equipment to the statistically superior Glidescope Go
(Ibinson et al., 2014). First attempt successful intubation is the goal because multiple attempts
increase the risk of aspiration and hypoxemia. Aspiration and hypoxemia increase the patients
risk of cardiac arrest by 22 times, and the risk of adverse effects by up to 47% (Natt et al, 2016).
By utilizing the Glidescope Go equipment, successful first attempt intubation offers our patients
the best possible opportunity at a good outcome.

Ibinson, J. W., Ezaru, C. S., Cormican, D. S.,
& Mangione, M. P. (2014). GlideScope Use
improves intubation success rates: an observational study using propensity score matching. BMC anesthesiology, 14, 101.
doi:10.1186/1471-2253-14-101
Natt, B.S., Malo, J., Hypes, C.D., Sakles,
J.C., Mosier, J.M. Strategies to improve first
attempt success at intubation in critically ill
patients, BJA: British Journal of Anaesthesia,
Volume 117, Issue suppl_1, September 2016,
Pages i60–i68, https://doi.org/10.1093/bja/
aew061

Public Education - Captain Al Martinez
2019 Public Education
South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue Public Education programs
are dedicated to delivering valuable information to community members and visitors alike. This is achieved through
participating in community events as well as hosting many
key events during the year. In 2019, our sixth annual Wildfire Safety Expo again focused on living within the urban
interface. Also, in 2019 the fifth annual Open House coincided with National Fire Prevention Week. Your Fire Department will continue to participate in events such as the
annual Business Expo, Airfest, Day of the Child, The Drug
Store Project, and other community events throughout this
upcoming
year.
Remain Safe, Prepared and Ready!

Education continues to be the focus of the Pub
Ed staff assignment. Many public and in-house
events and activities helped the community
and visitors learn about some of the various
ways that they could be proactive about their
families’ well-being and home safety.

Through events such as the Business Expo,
Wildfire Safety Expo, Open House, Day of the
Child, Firefest, The Drug Store Project, and
School visits, we were able to interact with and
speak to the public about the importance of being
prepared for, and valuable informational ideas on
what to gather to create home or auto emergency
kits. Programs focused on home evacuation planning, reverse 911 sign-ups, and assisted in organizing fire station tours and school visits
throughout the year.

Instruction
Instructing community members of all ages on the proper use of a fire extinguisher, replacing batteries in their
smoke detectors, creating emergency preparedness kits,
and establishing a meeting place outside the home.
These are just a few of the important things our Fire Department continues to focus on for our community and
visitors to South Lake Tahoe. The program also instructs
our youth on learning when to call 911 in an emergency,
learning their address and street name, and eliminating
some fears of children by watching fire department personnel dress into structure gear to see and feel them
wearing the mask.

Outreach
Throughout 2019, the Public Education program continued with focusing on community
outreach. Participating in both City and community events we were able to continue to educate and instruct community members and
visitors on ways to prepare themselves, keeping their families and homes safe. For the third
year in a row, South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue
continues its partnership with The California
State Parks Boating and Waterways to bring
the life jacket loaner program to the south
shore. SLTFR was also on the water in 2019
aboard Marine 17 with life vests to loan out to
passengers of boats, as well as loaning them
to the public from both fire station 1 and 3.
STLFR was very proactive with its partnership with Lime, the electric bike and scooter
company with offering free helmets for riders 18 and over. Helmets are available at both
station 1 and 3 for free use while riding. With additional monies granted to the Public Education budget for 2019, our current programs can continue, and new outreach programs
can be pursued. 2020 should see the arrival of the
SLTFR smoke trailer and table top smoke house. SLTFR
hopes to have both ready for spring 2020 to bring to the
elementary schools within the City, as well as the ability
of allowing the general public to see during SLTFR public
events. The continued support from the community that
we serve, and participation from other local agencies, we
will continue with bringing great educational opportunities
for everyone. By being able to have handouts, giveaways, prizes, and new information, we will continue to
grow our programs and annual events. South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue is committed to educating our community, remaining active with new instruction, and ensuring
our outreach efforts create safe homes, businesses,
visitors, and all those who call South Lake Tahoe home.
Our agency responded to 14 incidents
involving Lime Scooters in 2019

The South Tahoe Action Team, consisting of
community members, continue to learn from
our department about the basic skills necessary to help themselves and neighbors in
times of an emergency or disaster when local resources would become overwhelmed.
STAT has 45 current members with regular
meetings and trainings conducted throughout the year. We are grateful for their volunteer service to our agency and their dedication to this community.

Arson/ Fire/ Explosion Investigation - Captain Al Martinez
In 2019, South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue Fire/
Explosion Investigation Team continued their goals of
continuing to gain experience, training and certification. The team consisting of three department members worked together with members of South Lake
Tahoe Police Department, USFS, and other surrounding agencies to determine origin and cause of

all fires and explosions within city limits. This team is
subjected to being called
in off duty to assist other agencies in scene processing and investigations. The team continues to train, including new certification in Wildland Fire Investigation through the National
Wildland Coordinating Group, (NWCG FI-210), continued online
training through CFITrainer.net as well and being members of
national and international investigation groups. During the year
team members continued their training via on-line courses, con-

ferences, as well as State Fire Marshal training. In 2019 there
were approximately 60 incidents responded to by the team. All
fires/explosions are investigated to determine origin and cause. We continue our
working relationship with the El Dorado County Investigation Task Force, and mutual aid partners. This gives
SLTFR the ability to call other investigators to assist if
needed. 2019 also saw the purchase of fire investigation
scene processing equipment and tools for use during
scene processing of incidents. As always, training, and
education will be high priorities for all members of the
investigation team. The team will attend the 2020 Wild
Land Arson Investigation Conference, the International
Association of Arson Investigators training conference,
as well as the 2020 SLOFIST Fire Death Investigation
training during the month of July.

Grants - Captain Leslie Asbury
This was a momentous year for SLTFR in grants. Our
team worked tirelessly to collect data and build an awardwinning Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response (SAFER) Grant. Based on the Standard for Cover
Document developed by now retired Chief Jeff Meston,
SLTFR built a strong case. We were awarded the threeyear grant for a total of $2,371,950 to fund seven Firefighter positions. These positions will allow us to re-open
and staff Fire Station 2.
The grant funding will start in March 2020 and conclude in
March 2023. The federal share is $1,462,702, with a city
contribution of $909,247 disbursed over the period of performance.

What is a SAFER Grant?
The Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response Grants (SAFER) was created to
provide funding directly to fire departments and volunteer firefighter interest organizations to help them increase or maintain the number of trained, "front line" firefighters available in their communities. The goal of SAFER is to enhance the local fire departments' abilities to comply with staffing, response and operational standards established by the NFPA
(NFPA 1710 and/or NFPA 1720). When we hire 7 new firefighters we will be able to open
Fire Station 2 again. We are looking forward to serving the visitors and citizens of area 2
with a faster response time.

Behavioral Health - Captain Leslie Asbury
South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue hosted two regional meetings in which fire departments from
the Tahoe Region met to discuss a large collaboration of efforts. This is a proactive approach to assist with getting systems in place prior to a crisis. SLTFR is now in a proud
partnership with Lake Valley Fire Protection District, Tahoe Douglas Fire Protection District,
Carson City Fire and East Fork Fire Protection District as a Peer Support and CISM team.
This highly trained team will be available locally and regionally to assist in Critical Incident
Stress Debriefings, individual Peer Support, regional training and assistance should a tragedy occur in any regional fire department. SLTFR also joined the newly formed Northern Nevada Peer Support Network, founded by Truckee Meadows Fire Peer Support Team. This
Network launched a website that includes information of all the peer support members from
the surrounding agencies. I attended their first meeting to discuss how the Network will operate and how we can better assist each other establishing teams and maintaining education/prevention.
For the second year in a row I was able to attend the Public Safety Peer Support Association Conference in San Diego. This was four days of learning from the nation’s leading experts on Public Safety Behavioral Health. Lastly, I was able to receive my Advanced Critical
Incident Stress Management (CISM) for Individuals and Group through the ICISF
(International Critical Incident Stress Foundation) to further assist my co-workers if they
should need assistance.

Behavioral Health for Fire retirees
On November 14th, SLTFR hosted the first Retiree Behavioral Health Informational dinner. Eleven retirees were in attendance as well as the on-duty
crews. This was to bring behavioral health awareness to them as well as
bridge the gap between line personnel and retirees. It was a great success
with more tentatively
planned in the future.

Pre-Incident Planning - Captain Leslie Asbury
Pre-Incident Planning is gathering key information on buildings and businesses throughout
our community during non-emergency times. This information can be pulled up on the way
to an emergency, such as a fire, so the firefighters can be familiar with that particular building. Information gathered includes the layout of the building, location of fire alarm panels,
locations of gas and electrical shut offs, and if the building is sprinklered.
Going to the buildings during non-emergency times also affords the crews opportunities to
get familiar with the building by physically walking through it. Completing these can be time
consuming, so it is a process that will take several years to complete.
We have converted the one page written form into a diagram. This gives the crew a visual
as to where the key things are actually located on the building. This conversion process will
take some time as there are about 100 PIP’s completed thus far.

Facilities - Engineer Brenen Davis
2019 brought many facilities repair requests and maintenance needs. With 2 Fire stations
that are over 60 years old, numerous repairs and updates are required. The South Lake Tahoe Fire Department is very thankful for the Public Works department who do a great job
with staying on top of repairs. Fire Station three needs flooring, paint, kitchen and bathroom
upkeeps. Although these items are still awaiting repairs, the fire station did receive many
small repairs as well as new appliances in the kitchen.

Our Crews are subject to
“preparedness inspections” each
year, which is why we spend
many hours each year cleaning
and repairing the stations, apparatus, and uniforms to make sure
we pass these inspections. This
also helps with discovering possible station repairs before they become bigger concerns.

Apparatus Maintenance - Engineer Holt Cawelti
In 2019 South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue began the process of designing our new ladder truck.
This involved the formation of an apparatus committee and multiple meetings
with the Pierce representative all before making a 3 day trip to the Pierce
Mfg. facility in Appleton, Wisconsin.
We had 3 members of the fire department make the trip and at the end we
were able to develop a specification for
this new apparatus that will serve the
department and community safely and
efficiently for many years.
This new truck is designed to handle
aerial firefighting and rescue as well as
forcible entry and salvage and overhaul. This apparatus will also handle
vehicle extrication and any special rescue needs of the city. It will respond to incidents from Station 2 in the center of the City.

We serve our community 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
We are always here for you.

CPR Instruction - Firefighter Scott Blasser
2019 allowed us to build on previous years certifications. We issued 90 certifications for
the year and partnered with local organizations to ensure the community is prepared for a
sudden cardiac event. Our congratulations go out to those that took the initiative to get certified for the first time. Of special note is Tahoe Beach and Ski hotel installing AEDs for the
safety of their guests.

Quartermaster - Engineer Jody Benavidez
The role of the Quartermaster was one the most varied positions in the Military. The Quartermaster
Corps are in charge of all general supplies except
for ammunition and medical supplies. Items such as
food, building materials, tools and uniforms are
warehoused and distributed under the quartermaster's authority. The Quartermaster would be in
charge of maintaining an appropriate stock of all materials, receiving requests for supplies from soldiers
and making sure that those items reach the correct
destination.
This role at South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue is similar, minus the medical and ammunition. We keep up
with the supply and demand of our department so
that we have the tools we need to maintain the stations for everyday use. Firefighters live at
the station for 48 hours or more at a time, and each station is considered our home for that
duration. Therefore, it is important that we supply items to keep the station safe and clean for
the on duty staff. This includes cleaning supplies, kitchen appliances, pots and pans and paper supplies etc.
The Quartermaster assignments also include
making sure the American Flags are in good
condition at each station. Its has been a tradition to replace the American flags every year
on the 4th of July.

Inventory - Firefighter / Paramedic Paul Bias
The purpose of this staff assignment is to track all
assets purchased by SLTFR. SLTFR uses a program called Asset Tiger to track and inventory all
purchases. Asset Tiger is a password protected
online program that can be utilized by anyone in
the department to record assets. After each item
is purchased inventory control is notified and an
Asset Tiger barcode sticker is placed on the item.
A smart phone can then be utilized to scan the
bar code, enter the item into Asset Tiger online,
then record the value of the item into the program.

Operations
Battalion Chief Karl Koeppen
Karl Koeppen has served as the South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue Operations Battalion Chief since October 2018. In this role
Chief Koeppen is responsible for recruitment and promotions,
standards of cover, pre-incident planning, quarterly inspections,
Duty Chief for C Shift and the following personnel and their respective staff assignments:

Tools and Equipment - Engineer Davis
PPE/Uniforms - Engineer Mileski
SCBA - Engineer Hambel
Hoses, Nozzles, Appliances, Water - Engineer Vankirk
Ice Rescue - Firefighter Vallejo
EMS Equipment / Supplies - Firefighter Renner
TEMS - Firefighter Blasser
Swift Water Rescue - Blasser
Following an active year in 2018 SLTFR continued with an equally busy Winter into 2019. We
had record snowpack, which was challenging at times for our personnel.
Within the department the Operations Division coordinated with Training and Administration to
continually hone our skills with 3 person Engine Companies and improve our EMS service delivery with excellent engine-based paramedic response. This change has had lasting positive
effects on department morale, training,
retention and operational readiness.
Our close coordination and relationship
with the JPA Ambulance service is still
improving as well with cooperation between Operations and the JPA administration.
Chief Koeppen was in charge of SAFER
Grant recruitments. He set up Interviews
and assisted with hiring 9 personnel
within a short amount of time to meet the
requirements of the grant.

Tools and Equipment - Engineer Brenen Davis
There are a variety of Firefighting tools
and equipment for Firefighters. South
Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue carries hundreds of different firefighting tools from
fire hooks, forcible entry tools, Halligan
bar, sledge hammers, firefighter mauls,
pike poles, axes, pry tools, breaking
tools, wall breaching tools, battering
rams, power saws and blades, and
more. These tools get used daily as
our calls for service are increasing.
We are not only responsible for understanding how these tools work, but we
must become specialized and proficient with each individual tool to know
how to use them in emergency situations. With extensive use and training on these tools, we
are responsible for maintenance and upkeep on each piece of equipment. South Lake Tahoe
Fire Rescue has the most up to date tools and equipment to help us save lives and property
while keeping each other safe!

Personal Protective Equipment - Engineer Mike Mileski
2019 was another big year for PPE/uniforms staff assignment. Four members of our department have completed their 18 month probation which means they will receive a class A uniform. The class A uniform is formal attire that is to be worn for special department occasions
such as badge pinning/swearing in ceremonies, dedications, weddings, and funerals.
In addition, this year we were able to bring in some high level training to our department in the
area of cancer prevention and awareness. Cancer awareness continues to be a high priority
and we strive to improve on our “best practices” in hopes that all members will have a long and
healthy career.

We live by these 25 rules to keep ourselves as safe as possible

Uniforms - Firefighter / Paramedic Trent Renner
Uniforms is a new staff assignment to me this year and one of great interest. Our image is very
important to the care and service we provide to this community. Looking professional, uniform,
and united is part of what allows the public to trust us in their time of need. I worked diligently
this year to keep our personnel in uniforms that represent us and protect us in a manner that we
can all be proud of. The unique uniforms of public safety is what separate us from other professions in terms of appearance and presence. Staying up to date on current styles and levels of
hazardous fluid protection will ensure we can perform our duties effectively.

Self Contained Breathing Apparatus - Engineer Pat Hambel
The self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) staff assignment ensures compliance of
many regulations. SCBA are the air supply carried on the backs of firefighters for structural
firefighting. The current inventory of SCBA’s is five years old and has used half of their intended program life expectancy.
Scott Safety In Mask Displays (IMD) that give firefighters a thermal image for victim search,
and is in use by all line staff. This gift of sight inside of a structure fire is unparalleled.
Nine new hire firefighters will start their career this year with the best SCBA and in mask display available in the fire service.

Hoses, Nozzles, Appliances, and Water- Engineer Kevin VanKirk
In 2019 we returned one of our older engines to reserve status by fully outfitting it with a complement of hose and appliances. Most of this year’s budget was spent ensuring that we now
have 4 type-1 engines that are ready to be staffed at any time, due to the upcoming reopening
of Fire Station 2. Hose testing was completed in early November, with a total of 550 feet of
hose going out of service due to age and wear and tear. We purchased over 1500 feet of new
hose in varying sizes. We also designed some canvas covers to protect our expensive intake
relief valves from the harsh Tahoe winters.

Ice Rescue - Firefighter Danny Vallejo
In 2019 the ice water rescue training was geared toward getting the probationary firefighter
up to speed on reading the ice, tactics, and different rescue techniques. This was the first department ice water rescue training for the 4 probationary firefighters hired. The training consisted of a classroom portion to explain ice, dangers of ice rescue, and an in-depth conversation about safely performing rescue techniques. A full-scale drill followed with all members of
the department running through a mock ice rescue.

Auto Extrication - Fire Engineer Doug Bailey
This years focus on Auto Extrication was to continue the company level training for SLTFR
personnel. SLTFR had 4 new hires that we focused on getting to a comfortable level operating the tools. We will continue to hone the skills of our new Firefighters. With the anticipation of more new Firefighters this year we will continue to work with our new hires on developing the skills needed for auto extrication.

Unmanned Arial Vehicle (drone) Program Firefighter Scott Blasser
We have made progress this year establishing a Certificate of Authorization. This certification
is the result of a lengthy process with the FAA. We now have the federal clearance to operate
in an emergency capacity as well as train for various UAV operations. We will head into 2020
certifying flyers within the department. We will further explore rescue solutions such as delivering an emergency rescue tube to a swimmer in distress.

EMS equipment / supplies- Firefighter Trent Renner
This year we continued moving forward with our EMS program and ordering quality equipment to
better serve our community. Our equipment is top of the line and current with EMS trends and
science to be able to provide the best possible
care our Paramedics can. One of our new additions this year is adding the GlideScope video
laryngoscopes. This will allow our Paramedics to
intubate patients with more ease and increased
accuracy compared to standard practices. This
will hopefully provide for quicker scene times so
we can get our patients to definitive care in a
timely manner. We are also looking forward to the
opening of station 2 next year and are preparing
by ordering and assembling medical equipment
that will be carried on the apparatus that respond
out of that station.

Swift Water Rescue - Firefighter Scott Blasser
Our swift water rescue program continues to build on general operator knowledge. The North
Upper Truckee River crosses through our city and presents moderate swift water hazard. We
focused on high snow melt periods and the hazard zones that develop during these periods.
Our gear received some upgrades providing needed footwear; ensuring all staff have thermal
protection in rescue operations.

Training
Battalion Chief Jim Drennan
Jim Drennan has served as the South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue
Training Battalion Chief since September 2018. In this role
Chief Drennan is responsible for new apparatus, minimum
company standards, high rise training, college liaison, EOC liaison and EMS liaison. Chief Drennan also serves as the duty
Chief for B Shift and is responsible for the following personnel
and their respective staff assignments:
New Hire Advocate—Firefighter/Paramedic Chris Wildman
Wildland Preparedness—Engineer/Paramedic Mike Taormina
Hazardous Materials—Captain Jon Anderson
Hostile MCI—TEMS Medics Mileski, Blasser and Vallejo
STAT—Captain/Paramedic Kim George
Health and Fitness—Firefighter/Paramedic Dustin Winter
Boat Program—Engineer Steve Monday
USAR/RS1 Grant—Captain Justin Keys

The Training Division has been busy
over the last year with an extensive list
of topics to keep our crews busy. Training topics range from the basics to highly technical and focused elements of
firefighting and EMS. In order to maintain a proficient and capable fire department our crews must be well versed in
all aspects of the job which means that
we are dedicated to constant training.
On average each firefighter logs approximately 2 hours of training per day.

Common training topics that we worked on in 2019 include the following: ladders, rope rescue, ice rescue, Chief Officer series classes, swift water and lake rescue, fire attack and primary search of a structure, wildland firefighting, auto extrication, urban interface classes, gas
emergency training with Southwest Gas, Marine 17 operation, radio training, incident command classes, Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) training, MCI/active shooter training, regular EMS training, driver/operator series classes, confined space rescue with South
Tahoe Public Utility District, CalSTAR and Careflight Training.

Water Rescue Pool Sessions

Chief Meston mentoring Chief Drennan

Auto Extrication Training

In addition to these topics we also worked daily with 4 probationary Firefighter/Paramedics.
Probation lasts 18 months and requires dedication and perseverance on the part of the
“probies”. Constant map tests, presentations, quarterly module tests as well as performing in
the field can take it’s toll. I’d like to personally thank all six Captains and their crews for providing instruction, constructive criticism, and guidance to our 4 newest members. All 4 passed
probation and have demonstrated their commitment to SLTFR and the residents of South Lake
Tahoe. Special thanks goes out to Captain Justin Keys, Firefighter/Paramedic Chris Wildman
and Firefighter Trent Renner for their extensive work with our probationary training program.
And of course congratulations are in order to Firefighters Berthinier, Wilvers, Reginato and
Jones!

Aside from training, Chief Drennan was also busy working with City Staff to resolve a lawsuit
related to our last ladder truck. After more than a year of work we were successful in the lawsuit and have been able to go into contract with Pierce Manufacturing to purchase a new Pierce
107 Ascendant Aerial. The process to spec a vehicle of this size is extensive and requires a lot
of extra work by the fire department and other members of city staff.
We would like to thank Phil Harwood and Tom Liebengood for their expertise and commitment.
We would also like to thank Heather Stroud our City Attorney as well as Debbie McIntyre our
Administrative Services Director for their work on the back end of this process. The expected
delivery date is late Spring 2020 and will be instrumental in re-opening Fire Station #2.
In early 2019 Chief Drennan also stepped in as the Acting Fire Chief following Chief Meston’s
retirement at the end of February. We are grateful for his service to our agency. Serving as a
Fire Chief is very different than the position of Battalion Chief. During that time the fire department was given direction from council to apply for a SAFER grant in order to re-open Fire Station 2. This fell in line with last year’s Standards of Cover presentation in which Chief Meston
worked with fire department staff to provide an objective look at the current staffing model as it
relates to station location, response times, and our ability to safely provide fire protection to the
community. After a successful application the City was awarded 7 positions through the SAFER grant. We are extremely thankful to Chief Meston for his tireless efforts at improving our
capabilities on the fire ground as well as our anticipated re-opening of Fire Station #2 this coming Spring!

New hire advocate /Training calendar - Firefighter Chris Wildman
The objective of the probationary system is to take
the Probationary Firefighter from the academy or entry level environment and transition him/her to a professional firefighter at the end of probation. The in
house academy is a short training guide to familiarize
the Probationary Firefighter with South Lake Tahoe
Fire Rescue fire ground procedures. The emphasis
needs to change from short training periods to in
depth training focusing on efficiency and safety. This
will be accomplished by transitioning the probationary
firefighter through a series of evaluations and modules at the 3, 6, 9, 12, and 18 month marks.
Probationary Firefighters will have an advocate from
SLTFR that will act as a liaison to ask questions, receive guidance, and act as a provider to ensure the
firefighter’s success.
SLTFR works hard and takes pride in developing our probationary firefighters for a safe professional career in the fire service.

In 2019 three new Firefighters were hired and have begun started their
probationary period.

We are happy to have these 3 new firefighters join our fire family.
Blake Sturdivan, Lance Hubbard, and Brad Callejo will be on probation while
they learn their jobs for the next 18 months.

Communications - Battalion Chief Jay Manning
In 2019 the Department worked with other city agencies and City Council to get the Radio
System Upgrade RFP out for proposals. Proposals are due in late January 2020 and will be
reviewed and scored. The system proposals will include infrastructure upgrades as well as
options for updated mobile and portable radios. The focus is on Dispatch and the current infrastructure ensuring clear communications are possible for the Fire Department, Police Department and Public Works. Scientel Solutions was the consultant selected to walk the city
through the RFP and scoring the proposals when they come in and have been working with
the city for over two years to ensure that we design and build a system that will work with all
surrounding agencies for years to come.
During the year, both Brush units received a new Bendix King mobile radio that will help us
stay current with state interoperability. The radios were installed by our shop and initial feedback has been great from the crews on use during statewide emergencies. The two new
Command Vehicles that have been purchased and will go into service in the first quarter of
2020 will also have these new mobile radios ensuring interoperability with all surrounding
agencies and statewide use.
We are currently working towards plans of replacing the aging fleet of portable radios and are
looking at the availability on the market for use.
During 2019 the department worked on finding a Mobile solution for in vehicle mapping, preplans and automatic vehicle locating capabilities. The city worked with surrounding agencies
and found that Incident View would serve our needs and allow us to share data with North
Tahoe agencies as well as Tahoe Douglas. Through the City of South Lake Tahoe Dispatch
Center, we have also been able to bring on additional cooperators and can now see and share info with
Lake Valley Fire units, the JPA ambulance units and
the Cal Fire engine assigned to the Lake Tahoe Basin at station 5. This software is now installed and
operational in all vehicles on ipads with Cradlepoint
LTE modems which allows quicker mapping and data to be viewed in the vehicle, enhancing our response capabilities.
Additional enhancements were completed within the
stations with the purchase of First Arriving’s visual
platform allowing for in station displays with the active 911 call data from dispatch, viewing of our Crewsense staffing software, Google Training Calendar,
live current weather and road conditions.

Our agency uses these Social Media platforms to send messages to our followers.
We post photos of fires, vehicle accidents, firefighters using equipment and trainings.
We will continue to push messages out on a daily basis.
We also send out safety tips and weather warnings.

Wildland fire preparedness Engineer Mike Taormina and Firefighter Dustin Winter
2019 was another busy year for wildland fires
statewide. So far this year there have been
6,190 wildland fires totaling 198,392 acres, 3
fatalities, and 732 homes destroyed. Although
the Tahoe basin experienced a slower than normal wildland season, SLTFR stayed vigilant and
maintained a heightened level of awareness.
In May SLTFR members took part in our annual
wildland re certification training. This includes
over 40 hrs of training to ensure our members
are trained to the most up to date tactics in
wildland firefighting. Over the course of this
training members will cover everything from an
arduous physical fitness test to simulating different fire suppression techniques.

Our department also took part in the state
mutual aid system by sending a type three
engine and 4 personnel to the Swedes fire in
Butte County. Wildland season in California is
becoming a year-round concern. Each year
departments throughout the state are called
upon for these devastating fires. SLTFR will
continue to stay proactive and train on the
most up to date tactics and continue to take
part in the state mutual aid system.

#weexistforyou

The Swedes Fire in Butte County, east of Oroville
September 7-13 2019
SLTFR was part of the strike
team on this incident
Structures destroyed: 2
Acres burned: 496

Active for 6 days

Hazardous Materials - Captain Jon Anderson
The hazmat program facilitates and prepares department members for hazmat response. In
addition, the program administrator is responsible for procuring the necessary equipment
and supplies to ensure an effective hazmat emergency response to protect the life, property, and environment within the City.
In 2019, SLTFR responded to 90 hazardous material related incidences (Rupture/
Explosion/Hazmat/Utility
emergencies) including
an overturned fuel tractor/trailer fire. In addition,
over 385 hours of hazmat related training was
conducted. Department
members were recertified to the FRO – First
Responder Operational
level which requires 8
hours of annual hazmat
training from spill/leak
containment to terrorism
response.
This year, the hazmat program purchased new hazmat monitors/detectors so the department could effectively determine any hazmat releases during emergency incidents. Additional spill and leak control supplies were procured to contain and/or mitigate any hazmat
incidents that vary from carbon monoxide to WMD releases.

Tactical Emergency Medical Service - Firefighter Scott Blasser

Our department supports the
City Police Department SWAT
team with three TEMS operators. This is a vital component
to SWAT that ensures operators
have immediate medical support
in any hot zone. Our TEMS operators train twice a month and
are fully integrated into the
SWAT team. TEMS provides
regular medical trainings for the
team as well as specialty trainings such as integration of fire
suppression in tactical settings.

MCI (Multi Casualty Incident) Active Shooter training Firefighter Danny Vallejo
The MCI Active shooter staff assignment has been a
busy one this year. At the beginning of 2019 I traveled
to Virginia to participate in an ALERRT hostile event
train the trainer course for 5 days. This training was incredibly beneficial as many new techniques and ways
of thinking were brought to my attention. The RTF concept was the main topic being discussed throughout the
training. The RTF concept allows both law enforcement
and fire/ems agencies to partner up to lessen the
amount of time between neutralizing the threat (Hot
Zone) and treating patients (Warm zone). The training
opened my eyes to how much more preparation and
training is needed, not only within the department but
throughout the nation. New techniques in Tactical Critical Combat Care were taught throughout the week in
which I was able to bring back to SLTFR and our neighboring agencies.
New equipment was purchased with the attention being brought to supplying the front line apparatus returning to fire station 2. New sets of ballistic vests, helmets, and all necessary PPE
was purchased to fully stock the front line engine and truck.
A training was provided to each shift to provide alternate assessment styles, stats, rescue
task force concepts, and a review on combat care treatments.

This fall a full scale MCI/Active shooter drill was put on at South Lake Tahoe High School.
The FBI was heading the organization of the drill between multiple agencies. SLTPD, SLTFR,
Barton Memorial Hospital, CHP, EDSO, and the school districts were some of the agencies
involved. The main concept of the training was to utilize the Rescue Task Force model while
“stressing” the local system. SLTFR was able to bring many items learned in Virginia to the
drill grounds. There were both positive and negative items taken away from the drill that lead
to many great discussions.

Health and Wellness - Firefighter Dustin Winter
This year for health and wellness, we completed our annual physicals in June. Our workout
equipment has been kept up to date and is in excellent working condition. 2020 will be an exciting year as we will be switching gears to focus on preventive health and wellness with
hands on training through the Barton ALTIS training center as well as an in-depth look at nutrition around the firehouse.

Barton Performance by ALTIS applies the Performance Pyramid for success – you, your
coach, and your performance therapist. Maximize your athletic performance with our training
principles of Train Well, Eat Well, Restore Well. Our coaches and therapists work to balance training, rest, and nutrition by encouraging self-awareness, utilize comprehensive assessment tools, and frequently measure progress to reduce injury risk factors to attain higher levels of performance. Because athletic performance is more than big muscles, we train
utilizing a balance of coordination and conditioning to increase movement for speed, power,
and endurance.

Water Rescue / Marine 17 Boat - Engineer Steve Monday
Over the last year we have worked diligently to improve our water rescue response and continue training with Marine 17. Our boat was generously donated by Lisa Maloff at the end of 2017
and we have honored that donation by
dedicating countless hours of training
on the water to hone our skills to provide a rapid rescue response for emergencies on the water. Part of that training includes focusing on Tactical Boat
Operator and upgrading equipment and
systems on board the boat. An example
of this is the introduction of “Spare Air”, a small hand-held air tank, which allows us to work
underwater for a short period of time at depths no more than 20 feet. With that equipment
we can reach potential victims of cold water drowning who are still viable patients and under
certain circumstances can be revived. We strictly follow El Dorado County EMS protocols in
regard to cold water drownings and we feel that this equipment coupled with well trained firefighter/paramedics and a fast response on Marine 17 gives potential victims the best chance
at survival. We conduct regular trainings leading up to boating season so that firefighters
can work underwater calmly and quickly. This includes other crew members who are working
topside to operate sonar equipment for underwater search as well as FLIR radar equipment
allowing us to operate in zero visibility conditions.
One challenge that we face and will continue to work on is finding a better home for Marine
17. The Tahoe Keys Marina has been very accommodating for our needs, however, having
a dock in a more central area of the city and closer to
open water would improve our response times. Responding out of the marina with heavy summer time
traffic can impede our response times and if Engine
3 is already committed on a call we need to wait on
Engine 1 to respond to the boat. Having the boat in
the middle of town would allow a quicker response
from any one of the three fire stations. Being the only fire based rescue boat on the south shore means
that we are the only rescue boat available 24/7 on
the California side. We are available through mutual
aid to Lake Valley and Tahoe Douglas Fire to assist
in their jurisdictions. We strive every year to improve
relationships with our partners on the water.

Blue Card training - Captain Tyler Jack
This past year SLTFR has made notable progress in our progression and adaptation to the
Blue Card system. I feel we have transitioned
from learning the program to now utilizing its
functions on actual calls.
It has developed into the standard in which we do business in terms of structural firefighting.
The highlight of this year has been the addition of the Blue Card simulation lab which has given members the opportunity to dial in their Blue Card communication skills through live simulations.
Neighboring agencies have also gotten the opportunity to participate. This of course strengthens communications and consistency while building relationships. This upcoming year we will
have four of our new members go through the program.

Some facts about fire service history

History Of The Maltese Cross

The Maltese Cross is known around the world as a symbol of the fire service. It is often seen
painted on fire trucks, on the clothing of firefighters, depicted on firefighters badges, and is quite
often the chosen design of firefighter tattoos. So where did the Maltese cross come from, and
how did it get to be known as a symbol of the fire service?

The Maltese cross is named after the island of Malta, which came to be the home of the Knights
of St. John. The Knights of St. John existed during the 11th and 12 centuries. The armor worn by
the Knights covered their entire bodies as well as their faces. Because of this it was often difficult
for the knights to recognize one another during battle. They realized they would need some type
of symbol that could be used to quickly and easily identify themselves. They chose the Cross of
Calvary, which would later be known as the Maltese Cross. During the Crusades, the enemies of
the nights commonly used fire as a weapon. It was quite common for a Knight to have to risk his
own life to save another Knight or extinguish a fire.
The Knights of St. John were also known for their care of the sick and injured. Combined with
their abilities to fight fires, and the pride and honor they took in their work, the Maltese Cross
seems a fitting symbol of the modern fire service.
Firefighting is a proud profession, and only a symbol of pride would exemplify the work of a firefighter.

Some facts about fire service history

Fire Marks Courtesy of the Texas Fire Museum

What is a "Fire mark"?

Over a hundred years ago, this was a round (or other shape) iron, copper or lead emblem that
was usually placed, on the wall, near the front door of a structure. It denoted the insurance company who had a policy on that property. It was usually made of enough metal to be able to withstand a fire.The earliest fire marks may have been created soon after the Great Fire of London in
1666. After this fire, London created an insurance system and "fire companies". Once you paid
your insurance and affixed the fire mark to your structure, you would have the services of one of
the city charted companies. Fire marks (insurance company marks) were used in the U.S. from
about 1750 to around 1900.In the early days of the U. S., there were no municipal fire departments. Fire brigades were sometimes either owned, or paid, by insurance companies (or assurance companies) or supported by the community. Some stories tell that in some communities the
fire brigade only responded to protect the property of those who had the insurance who owned
this fire brigade. In other cities the fire brigades might have been independent companies. The
story you hear, tells of the money going to the fire brigade who was successful in staking a claim
on the property, which was on fire. One method of claiming a structure was to place a ladder on
it. The first company to do so was allowed to fight the fire and was therefore paid by the insurance company. As you can imagine, there were problems with this system. Fire companies would
have people whose main job it was to (A) ladder the building and (B) prevent the other company
from doing so. There are many, apocryphal, stories of different fire brigades being involved in fist
fights, in the front yard, while the structure burned. But the thought that a burning home, with no
fire mark, was left to burn, was probably not true. In fact, in the U.S., there is no evidence to support this belief. Volunteer fire departments were supported by community donations and many
other sources of revenue. The insurance company's fire mark was possibly more of an indication
of a "reward" for saving a particular structure, if anything other than advertising. For this reason
one might hear of fire companies fighting over who would be allowed to fight a fire. Not all insurance companies paid a reward, but some may have. Much like today, some insurance companies
simply donated money to the local volunteer fire departments. Only about one in ten insurance
companies ever issued fire marks, so their value, or purpose, remains unclear. It is possible that
a fire mark would have a different purpose or meaning depending upon the insurance company,
the community, or the insured.

Our famous Christmas Truck and Engine
Over 20 years ago, the Firefighter’s
Association started a tradition that has
brought joy to the hearts of the citizens of South Lake Tahoe.

The off duty firefighters started decorating the fire truck (with the ladder)
for Christmas and rigged up a music
system, so they could cruise through
the neighborhoods each night during
the Christmas season, drawing out the
citizens young and old to see the
beautiful lights and receive a candy
cane from the firefighters.

This tradition has evolved from a few
nights to 2 weeks, from a truck to an
engine, and everyone looks forward to
seeing the firefighters come through
their neighborhoods.

Our famous Christmas engine is
something the community looks forward to every year, and we love bringing it to them.

The fire department is just one piece of the City pie. We interact with all the other departments in
some way on a regular basis.

Without the relationships we build with the members of the other City departments, we would not
be able to function so well.

City Administrative Offices -

City Manager and support staff, are there to guide us administratively for many of our needs, and
collaborate on the City's visions so we can do our part to make those public safety visions a reality.
City Attorney’s office - Makes sure we are covered when legal issues come up. Their knowledge
and expertise is vital to the legal safety of our department.
City Clerk’s office - The clerk’s office is the official caretaker of all City records, among hundreds
of other duties. This specifically helps us when a member of the public requests a record, or when
we need assistance with Staff Reports that subsequently need to get to the City Council. They are
our liaison to the City Council meetings.
City Council - Provides direction on policy as well as budget support. Nothing would get done if it
wasn’t for our City Council. Their decisions shape the future of our department. We would not exist
without their direction and support.
Finance - We are accountable for our spending. We need to get our bills paid and funding for the
year in place. We request our budget through the proper process and Finance manages our Prop
172 funds we need for facilities. Our relationship makes it possible for a smooth budgeting process
year after year and we are grateful for the relationship we have with this department.
Human Resources - When we have a position available, HR is our 1st stop. They set up the recruitment process, help us with our testing, set up background investigations, and provide support
the whole way through the hiring process. HR also provides support for our firefighters who need
help with the Employee Assistance Program, negotiations, FBOR, and Worker’s Compensation.
We could never do our jobs administratively without them!

Information Technology - IT is instrumental in how we function and communicate. All of our
computer systems and software are set up and maintained by the IT department . If we ever
have any technological issues, they will come help us, any time of day or night, even on a holiday, they are right there supporting us. We are very grateful for that support.

Development Services - This department provides us with safe structures throughout our City,
as well as a Fire Inspector to enforce the codes set forth by the International Code Council and
the California Fire Code.

Police Department - Our counterparts at the police department are a crucial part of our dangerous responses to medical aids. The police officers we rely on out in the field assist us with
special tactics, combative patient care, traffic control for vehicle accidents, extra hands for CPR
calls, or general safety in a bad situation. Many of them have saved lives with us and we are
grateful for every one of the members of our police department.

Public Works - The Public Works Department, which includes Motor Pool, is a huge
integral part of our services to the community.
Without roads being clear of snow, we could
never respond to emergencies. Without paved
roads, our apparatus would be destroyed. The
Motor Pool Department is a crucial part of our
every day operations. The fine mechanics our
City employs have worked on our fire engines
to make sure they are in good shape. They
are available any time, day or night to fix
something if it breaks. They take great pride in
making sure our equipment is always ready to
go. They contribute to the specifications in
building our new apparatus, and our relationship with them means better communication,
and therefore, safer apparatus for the firefighters.

Parks and Recreation - Every year for the past 9 years, our department has had to upstaff to
support the Snowglobe event. This means more apparatus, more people, more medical supplies, more trips to the hospital, more complaints, and many extra visitors in our City.
This event has required our senior staff
to work closely with the senior staff of
Parks and Rec, as this event occurs on
the City ball fields. We appreciate all the
staff at Parks and Rec, as they are a
wonderful resource for our citizens and
visitors alike, and they are very easy to
work with.

Facilities - Without functioning fire stations, we would not exist. The facilities department in the City provides us with clean, safe fire
stations and take care of all the little details we need to operate. From light fixtures to ice melt,
to our engine bay doors, they are always at the stations taking care of something, which we
realize is a thankless job, but we all appreciate facilities for their efforts. Without them, we
would not be able to concentrate on responding to emergencies.

Dispatch- Possibly the most important relationship we have in the City is with our dispatch
center. These talented and unsung heroes are the bridge between us and our patients or other
incidents. They are the first to get the 911 call. They are the ones who hear the families crying
out for help on their worst day.
They are coaching untrained people how to perform CPR over the phone. They hear the words
fire or drowning or choking or shooter. They hear terrible stories of what just happened and
keep a calm demeanor while scrambling to get us dispatched to the scene of the emergency.
We need our dispatchers to give us clear directions and addresses and we recognize what a
feat that is during a phone call with a distraught person.
Our agency is better because of this outstanding group
of people. We are grateful for their service to us and to
our community every day and night.

Dispatcher of the year 2018
Jen Ezell

2019 Customer Surveys
This is the 6th year our agency has been sending our customer survey cards to
our constituents.
Here is a summary of the feedback we got this year.
708 surveys were sent out
172 were returned to us (24.29%)
Most external surveys get a 10%-15% response rate

171 were happy with our service. 1 had a complaint, which was followed up on
by a Battalion Chief, and it turned out to be a misunderstanding.
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Some comments from survey cards sent back to us
Medical Aid:
“Everyone was professional, caring, and nurturing. My mother had
awesome care. I felt valued as well. They were awesome in a
scary situation. They treated my mother with dignity. Thank you!”
- Rochelle L.

Medical Aid:
“The individuals who assisted us were wonderful. Not only did they take
good care of my husband, they took care of myself and our friend and
were willing to go above and beyond to ensure their safety. Thank you!”
-Anonymous.

Gas leak:
“ I would like to thank the fire department for their amazing response.
Besides checking all house problems, they attended to my distress.
Could not be more proud of them.”
- Donna M.

Water Leak:
“Captain Keys was so very nice! So helpful—above and beyond!
Thank you very much you saved my house!.”
- Anonymous.

Medical Aid:
“Thank you for your commitment to serving Lake Tahoe!”
- Laura H.

Citizen Assist:
“South Lake Tahoe Fire Department truly provides superior customer service
even in non-emergent situations. Thank you!”
-Anonymous

Medical Aid:
“The crew was so prompt, capable, efficient.
They knew exactly what to do—so life-saving,
reassuring. Thank you, thank you, thank you!”
- Ron C.

Medical aid:
“I’m really grateful for their immediate response, thanks to
them my husband was transported and taken care of. You
save lives! I love the fire department!”
- Anonymous.

Medical aid:
“I was surprised at how fast they responded. They
were prepared and had efficiency and knowledge.”
- Tsuyako H.

Medical aid:
“Most awesome response to a 911 call I ever
placed.”
- Kim G.

Total Fire Loss by Month
Date Range: From 1/1/2019 To 12/31/2019

Month

Count of Fires
With Loss

Total Loss

Total Value

1/2019

4

$55,550.00

$55,550.00

2/2019

5

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

3/2019

0

0

0

4/2019

7

$101,100.00

$101,200.00

5/2019

8

$200.00

$250.00

6/2019

10

$13,000.00

$17,000.00

7/2019

12

$354,000.00

$570,000.00

8/2019

15

$1,550.00

$1,550.00

9/2019

16

$3,500.00

$6,000.00

10/2019

18

$290,600.00

$290,600.00

11/2019

0

0

0

12/2019

0

0

0

Total fire loss in 2019 = $820,500

Special Acknowledgements
Fire Chief Jeff Meston retired in
February 2019.
SLTFR could never thank Chief
Meston enough for his leadership and dedication to us. We
were very lucky to have him
here for 6 years.
Happy Retirement, Chief!
You deserve it!

We had a “baby boom” in 2018—this photo was taken in 2019 and
got the most likes on our Facebook page of any post in 2019!

We love our Fire Department kids!

Dispatcher of the Year
2018

Jen Ezell

STAT Volunteer of the
Year 2018

Mike Cullen

Firefighter of the Year 2018
was awarded to
Firefighter / Paramedic

Trent Renner

A very special “Honorary
Engineer” status was
awarded to
Fleet Supervisor

Phil Harwood
For his never ending
assistance to the Fire
Department

A special thank you was
awarded to

Bruce Martin
For helping our agency by
serving as Interim Battalion
Chief while we recruited for a
BC position

Fire Chief Meritorious Awards
were given to

Captain Justin Keys and
Firefighter/ Paramedic
Trent Renner
For their work on the internal
fire academy for our new
recruits.

South Lake Tahoe Local 4427 Association members attending
the annual St. Patrick’s Day parade in San Francisco

Crew visiting with the public during National Night Out

Captain George was published in Fire Engineering Magazine for an article written regarding
SLTFRs first out critical intervention bags. The purpose of implementing these bags is to ensure that a cache of the equipment needed during an active shooter event will be on scene with
fire crews. The article describes the bags, their intent and how SLTFR has opted to carry this
equipment in case the worst were ever to occur in SLTFRs jurisdiction.

Captain George and Fire Engineer Mike Mileski attended FDIC 2019 in Indianapolis, Indiana
and attended the EMS track courses. According to the FDIC website, “FDIC International offers 35,000+ Fire & Rescue professionals from 65+ countries around the world, quality
world-class instructors, classrooms, workshops, H.O.T. evolutions and the most innovative products and services available to the industry displayed by over 800 exhibiting
companies” (n.d.). This opportunity offered insight to a broad spectrum of EMS training
tactics and leadership recommendations that have benefited SLTFRs EMS Training program.
(n.d.) FDIC International. Retrieved from https://www.fdic.com/event-information/about/

SLTFR was honored to be included in the Wreaths
Across America ceremony held at Happy Homestead Cemetery in December.
The purpose of Wreaths Across America is to honor those who serve and have served in our nation’s armed forces and as first responders.

Every October, the National Fallen
Firefighters Foundation sponsors
the National Fallen Firefighters Memorial Weekend, the official national tribute to those firefighters who
died in the line of duty during the
previous year.
In 2017, the Foundation created Light the Night for Fallen Firefighters to recognize the 25th anniversary of the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation and

As dusk turns to dark, landmarks
across the county will again glow in
respect from September 29 – 6,
2019, to the fallen and their families. In 2018, Light the Night for
Fallen Firefighters expanded to include fire department tributes. Fire
service organizations nationwide
are invited to light their facilities in
red to honor America’s fallen bravest again in 2019.
Our agency proudly participated in
the Light the Night event.

SUPPLYING AID TO VICTIMS OF EMERGENCY (SAVE)

SAVE RESPONDING WITH AID FOR WILDFIRE VICTIMS
As part of the California Fire Foundation’s mission to provide victim assistance, it’s Supplying
Aid to Victims of Emergency (SAVE) program provides emergency short-term financial assistance to fire and natural disaster victims in California year-round, including both firefighters
and civilians.
Through the SAVE program, CPF local affiliates and their fire departments can be on-site, with
thousands of SAVE Mastercard gift-cards. The $250 SAVE gift-cards are provided to those
suffering substantial property loss with immediate on-site assistance. Last year 800 SAVE giftcards were provided to victims of the Carr Fire, and in 2017 over 2,700 SAVE gift-cards were
provided to victims of wildfires.
We are proud to be part of the SAVE program and are glad to offer SAVE cards to those in
need after a disaster right here in South Lake Tahoe. We are grateful to the Firefighter’s Association Local # 4427 for joining this critical program and making it available to residents and
visitors in South Lake Tahoe.
Testimonial:

While sifting through the remains of her home, Teresa Philbin, SAVE Card recipient, Santa
Rosa, was approached by a firefighter offering a SAVE card. “It struck me as extraordinary for
firefighters to be giving back to people in communities who owe them so much for their efforts,
not the other way around. Thanks for your generosity; it’s greatly appreciated.”

This photo was submitted to the California Professional Firefighters Magazine in 2019 by Captain Tyler Jack and was selected as a winner for CPF’s 2019 Photo Contest.
Although the circumstances surrounding this incident were extremely tragic, this incident presented a unique set of challenges for fire personnel. It’s not often the crews respond to an incident that includes a traffic accident, a medical aid, a haz-mat situation, and a fire. We train so
we are ready.

Photo credit: Captain Tyler Jack

In memory of Keith Klein
Former Mayor of South Lake Tahoe
South Tahoe Action Team member
Thank you for your service, Sir.
Rest In Peace
1941-2019

Annual Awards Ceremony in 2019

Thank you for supporting us!
All photos provided by Fire personnel

This document is proudly presented by
South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue

Serving our community for 54 years

